
INVESTIGATION AND  
PROTECTION SERVICES

LEGAL BRIEF

AT- R I S K  I N T E R N AT I O N A L

SERVING LEGAL CLIENTS WORLDWIDE

INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS. THREAT ASSESSMENTS. Personal Protection. Witness pro-
tection. Workplace violence. Family safety. Clients can call upon your law firm for a variety  
of investigative and protection services.

If your client is facing a brand authentication issue, embezzlement problem or hostile termination, 
we can help. Our investigators have more than 100 years of combined experience assisting law 
firms and corporations in IT and personal investigations, forensics, espionage and many other 
areas.

Unlike most firms, our background includes legal, military, law enforcement and corporate 
expertise. The result: We can help your clients manage, assess and mitigate a wide range of 
threats, and also provide personal protection virtually anywhere in the world.

SERVICES

Personal, Executive and Witness Protection

Personal protection is not as simple as hiring bodyguards. In many instances, a transparent safety program 
that involves lifestyle adjustments can be more effective and less intrusive than security personnel.  
AT-RISK can help protect high-profile individuals, corporate executives, litigants in highly publicized cases, 
witnesses and their families. We can also perform IRS 132 audits as an unbiased third party to help your 
clients reap significant tax benefits from their executive protection and corporate aircraft ownership  
programs. Services include:

>  Witness/expert protection

>  Attorney protection

>  Executive protection

>  Family safety

>  Risk assessments and evaluations

Investigations

Hiring, managing and terminating employees can sometimes lead to potential risks for your clients that call 
for discreet, thorough investigations and assessments. Investigations can include:

>  Gathering background information on a subject

>  Pre- and post-termination surveillance

>  Interviews of colleagues, victims and witnesses to determine potentially risky behavior

Threat Assessment and Management

Our proactive threat assessment and management strategies can help identify risks of all types. Using 
surveillance, intelligence collection, interviews and other techniques, we can determine the validity and 
seriousness of potential threats and help mitigate risks before an incident occurs.

The AT-RISK threat assessment team uses a multidisciplinary approach that includes skilled investi-
gators and operational psychologists to evaluate and manage risks.



Surveillance

AT-RISK goes well beyond the usual law enforcement technique of positioning an observer in a vehicle. 
Our surveillance teams have extensive experience in sub rosa investigations and have installed thousands  
of hidden cameras and other covert surveillance devices, uncovering everything from thefts and embez-
zlement to counterfeiting and workers’ compensation fraud. By reducing the risk of discovery, our surveil-
lance tactics are more successful and help prevent the escalation of potentially volatile situations. Services 
include:

>  Covert surveillance installations

>  International surveillance operations

>  Vehicle tracking

Workplace Violence

A company workplace violence policy can increase your clients’ liability if done improperly. AT-RISK can 
help your clients identify potential vulnerabilities and liabilities and help them design and implement  
successful safety programs. AT-RISK’s planning and preparation includes:

>  Assessment of the corporate culture

>  Creation of written policies

> Creation of threat assessment teams

>  Design of actionable procedures that support the corporate policy

>  Training employees and managers to spot potential problems

>  Investigative/protective intervention

 
 
EXAMPLES

AT-RISK In Action

Threats to your clients and their operations can come from anywhere in the world. Here is how AT-RISK 
can help mitigate that risk. 

>  While evaluating an existing executive protection program for an international corporation, we uncov-
ered embezzlement and conspiracy between two senior team members that had already cost the  
company more than US$100k. The team members were arrested, and we revamped the company’s 
protection programs to prevent future incidents.

>  A former employee had a delusional interest in a family member of one of the senior executives; her 
behavior included stalking and harassment. We protected the family and managed the threat for four 
years, helping authorities repeatedly arrest the individual and commit her to a state hospital until the risk 
dissipated.

 
 
ABOUT AT-RISK

Global Security Expertise

Founded by experts with law enforcement, military and intelligence backgrounds, AT-RISK International, LLC 
provides security training, protection, threat analysis, consulting and investigations worldwide. Established on 
the philosophy of proactive security, AT-RISK specializes in assessment and protection based on advance  
research, analysis and preparation that helps to prevent security issues before they occur.

Highly respected worldwide, AT-RISK helps protect high-profile individuals and organizations in the Americas, 
Europe, Asia and Africa.

AT-RISK International 
14100 Parke Long Court, Suite P 
Chantilly, VA 20151

 

1.877.323.2444 
www.at-riskinternational.com
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